
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

While the COVID-19 shots are referred to as “vaccines,” they do not meet the classical de>nition of

a vaccine. Health authorities needed to change the de>nition  to accommodate the COVID shots

and shut down the argument that, as experimental gene therapies, they may be riskier than

traditional vaccines.

Meanwhile, based on the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s de>nition  of “gene therapy” they’re

clearly gene therapies, and both Moderna  and BioNTech  acknowledge this in their Securities and

Exchange Commission (SEC) registration statements.

In a 2014 paper,  BioNTech founder Ugur Sahin also stated that “One would expect the

classi>cation of an mRNA drug to be a biologic, gene therapy or somatic cell therapy.”

Publicly, however, drug makers, regulators and, of course, the media, have been going to great

lengths to make sure people don’t think of them that way. Now, a peer-reviewed paper  has

weighed in on the controversy, stressing that mRNA COVID shots “should be labeled as gene

therapy.”

mRNA Shots Are Gene Therapy, but Not Regulated as Such

As noted in this paper, published in the International Journal of Molecular Science, June 22, 2023:

“COVID-19 vaccines were developed and approved rapidly in response to the urgency

created by the pandemic. No speciAc regulations existed at the time they were marketed.

The regulatory agencies therefore adapted them as a matter of urgency.

Now that the pandemic emergency has passed, it is time to consider the safety issues

associated with this rapid approval. The mode of action of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines

should classify them as gene therapy products (GTPs), but they have been excluded by

regulatory agencies.

Some of the tests they have undergone as vaccines have produced non-compliant results

in terms of purity, quality and batch homogeneity. The wide and persistent biodistribution

of mRNAs and their protein products, incompletely studied due to their classiAcation as

vaccines, raises safety issues.

Post-marketing studies have shown that mRNA passes into breast milk and could have

adverse effects on breast-fed babies. Long-term expression, integration into the genome,

transmission to the germline, passage into sperm, embryo/fetal and perinatal toxicity,

genotoxicity and tumorigenicity should be studied in light of the adverse events reported in

pharmacovigilance databases.

The potential horizontal transmission (i.e., shedding) should also have been assessed. In-

depth vaccinovigilance should be carried out. We would expect these controls to be

required for future mRNA vaccines developed outside the context of a pandemic.”

mRNA Shots Do Not Qualify as Vaccines

Banoun goes on to review the de>nitions of vaccine and gene therapy as listed by the FDA, the

European Medicines Agency (EMA), the World Health Organization and the French Agence

Nationale de Sécurité du Médicament (ANSM). Of these, the ANSM and EMA specify that a vaccine

must contain one or more antigens.

Based on that de>nition, mRNA shots do not qualify as vaccines in France and Europe, because

they don’t contain antigens. The active substance that elicits a downstream immune response is

mRNA. The mRNA instructs your cells to produce the antigen. The mRNA is not an antigen in and of

itself. In the case of COVID-19, the antigen being produced downstream is a modi>ed SARS-CoV-2

spike protein.

According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s updated de>nition,  a vaccine is

a preparation that stimulates an immune response against disease. The classical de>nition

speci>ed that a vaccine would result in immunity against the disease in question, but this

speci>city was removed to accommodate the COVID shots.

Still, the mRNA injections clearly fall under the FDA’s de>nition of a gene therapy, because gene

therapy:

“... seeks to modify or manipulate the expression of a gene or to alter the biological

properties of living cells for therapeutic use. Gene therapy is a technique that modiAes a

person’s genes to treat or cure disease ...”

Note that gene therapy covers two different modes of operation. A gene therapy is something that

either alters the biological properties of living cells, and/or modi>es your genes. This means that

even if the product does not modify your genes, it’s still a gene therapy if it modi>es the properties

of cells, which is precisely what the COVID shots do.
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mRNA Jabs Remain Outside of Regulatory DeHnitions

The author of that International Journal of Molecular Science paper, independent researcher Helene

Banoun, compares the controls required by regulations for gene therapy products to those applied

to the COVID shots, and the potential safety issues that arise due to the absence of these controls.

Importantly, Banoun points out that since mRNA COVID shots contain several novel technologies,

they “should be subject to more controls than conventional vaccines.” Yet they aren’t. They’re not

even covered by any speci>c regulations.

As noted in a May 2022 paper in Advanced Drug Delivery Reviews,  “The current guidelines either

do not apply, do not mention RNA therapeutics, or do not have widely accepted de>nition.” This,

even though there are several highly relevant differences between conventional vaccines and

mRNA therapeutics.

In other words, the mRNA shots are in a sort of limbo, from a regulatory point of view, still to this

day. Health authorities are using them, promoting them and authorizing updated shots even though

there’s no regulatory framework to ensure their safety.

mRNA Shots Being Rolled Out Without Regulatory Guidelines

Clearly, this cannot be allowed to continue, seeing how vaccine manufacturers are now replacing a

long list of classic vaccines with mRNA-based ones. They’re also developing and testing so-called

mRNA “vaccines” against noninfectious diseases such as cancer, and as noted by Banoun:

“We must be very vigilant about the term vaccine associated with therapeutic drugs,

particularly with regard to the regulations that apply to them. These therapeutics are not

vaccines against infectious diseases and must therefore continue to comply with GTP

[gene therapy product] regulations.”

In other words, by slapping a fraudulent “vaccine” label on gene therapies for noninfectious

diseases, they can and are being developed outside of the regulatory framework that governs them.

An alternative framework that could regulate mRNA shots would be Type1A pro-drug regulations,

but they’re not being regulated as such either. As noted by Banoun:

“According to the FDA, mRNA vaccines correspond to the TypeIA of pro-drugs,  which are

substances that are converted by cells into active drugs. This pro-drug property could

imply additional controls to those applied to vaccines. However, neither the FDA nor the

EMA make any reference to these qualiAcations for mRNA anti-COVID-19 vaccines.”

So, these shots are not being regulated as gene therapies, nor as pro-drugs, even though these are

the only two de>nitions that correctly describe them. As research scientist Dr. David Wiseman

explained in an interview with The Epoch Times:

“With a conventional vaccine, you have the antigen, and you inject it into a person, and that

is the thing that your immune system looks at and says, ‘ah ha,’ we need to make

antibodies, T-cells, and other immune system components to what’s being injected.

The prime reaction of an mRNA vaccine is that it instructs the body how to make the

antigen of interest. So, it’s similar to a pro-drug, which is converted inside the body via

metabolism and enzymes into the desired drug effect.

The substance you’re injecting isn’t doing the Anal action; it leads to the thing that does the

Anal action. With a pro-drug, the molecule you inject does not get changed into the Anal

molecule of the antigen, it simply provides instructions because it’s gene therapy.”

Wiseman also noted that while the FDA can “change or exclude whatever they want from regulatory

guidance ... it doesn’t change the biologic de>nition of the product.” And, “since P>zer and Moderna

COVID-19 vaccines meet the de>nition of gene therapy, they should be handled according to gene

therapy guidelines.”

COVID Jabs Bypassed Essential Studies

Because the COVID jabs were not classi>ed as gene therapy, tests required for this drug class were

not performed, including tests to assess:

Genotoxicity

Genome integration

Germ-line transmission

Insertional mutagenesis

Tumorigenicity

Embryo, fetal and perinatal toxicity

Long-term expression

Biodistribution

Environmental excretion, such as shedding through seminal duid, sweat or breast milk

On top of that, the mRNA COVID shots also failed to meet basic standards required for vaccines,

such as product purity standards. Investigations have revealed massive contamination issues, as

well as wild variations in strength and purity of batches.

Commenting on the lack of testing performed on the COVID shots, Wiseman told The Epoch

Times:

“Several studies should have been done but weren’t done because they fell under the

auspices of vaccines. But if you read the guidelines, it doesn’t say these studies are

unnecessary, just that circumstances may deem them unnecessary.

We need laws for products that say you can’t just exclude them from regulations because

you feel like it — because they are still gene therapies. We are hijacking the machines of

our bodies to produce spike proteins in an uncontrolled, undeAned way — there are too

many things we don’t know about.”

Unregulated mRNA Shots Are a Pandora’s Box

Banoun writes:

“The long-term safety monitoring of GTPs [gene therapy products] is required over several

years whereas, for vaccines, it is generally only carried out over a few weeks. This should

not be acceptable, given the persistence of the drug product and the expressed protein.

The known results of anti-cancer therapies and mRNA vaccines could lead us to anticipate

problems of safety and e`cacy. In the case of anti-cancer mRNAs, the vast majority of

open-label clinical trials have been carried out on very small numbers of patients, with

either unpublished or negative results.

Randomized studies also showed negative results, reporting more frequent adverse events

in the treatment group. Concerning infectious diseases, two trials of mRNA vaccines

encapsulated in LNPs [lipid nanoparticles] showed notable adverse effects.

A trial of an mRNA vaccine against rabies showed numerous adverse effects superior to

those of the classic vaccine, which is already very reactogenic, notably lymphopenia (this

effect was also found for anti-COVID-19 mRNA vaccines).

An inauenza vaccine trial showed severe adverse effects in humans (31 subjects were

observed over only 43 days and at least 4 serious adverse effects were found) ... According

to another HIV trial of 15 participants against a placebo, immune responses were

unsatisfactory and of limited duration.

The founder of BioNTech himself, Ugur Sahin, warned  against the use of codon

optimization, which can alter translation speed and lead to misfolding. He also underlined

the potential toxicity of unnatural nucleotides. He also mentioned the wide biodistribution

of mRNA injected intramuscularly. He reminded us that we should fear the appearance of

anti-self mRNA antibodies in patients suffering from autoimmune diseases ...

The WHO declared an end to the emergency phase of the COVID-19 pandemic at the

beginning of May 2023 but will continue to authorize the use of the Emergency Use Listed

(EUL) procedure.

The emergency authorization of vaccines should be transformed into prequaliAcation via a

smooth transition. However, a wide-ranging public discussion should be opened on this

transition to the routine use of mRNA vaccines, without them being subject to the controls

required for GTPs.”

One-Third of PHzer Shots Were Placebo

In related news, Kim Iversen recently broke the bombshell story that 1 in 3 P>zer COVID shots

administered in Denmark were placebo — and regulators must have known about it. The data for

this claim comes from a Letter to the Editor published in the European Journal of Clinical

Investigation at the end of March 2023.

The three authors decided to investigate the potential for batch-dependent variations in side

effects. To do that, they examined the rates of suspected adverse effects (SAEs) between different

BNT162b2 batches administered in Denmark, which has a population of 5.8 million people,

between December 27, 2020, and January 11, 2022. What they discovered was shocking. As

explained by the authors:

“SAEs were counted on a batch level by linking individual SAEs to the batch label(s) of

BNT162b dose(s) that the subject had received. The total number of SAEs associated with

each batch was divided by the number of doses in the batch to obtain the rate of SAEs per

1,000 doses ...

[H]eterogeneity in the relationship between the numbers of SAEs and doses per vaccine

batch was assessed by log-transformation followed by non-hierarchical cluster analysis

and general linear model (GLM) test for differences in SAE rates between batches ...

A total of 10,793,766 doses were administered to 4,026,575 persons with the use of 52

different BNT162b2 vaccine batches (2340–814,320 doses per batch) and 43,496 SAEs

were registered in 13,635 persons, equaling 3.19 ± 0.03 (mean ± SEM) SAEs per person ...

Batch labels were incompletely registered or missing for 7.11% of SAEs, leaving 61,847

batch-identiAable SAEs for further analysis of which 14,509 (23.5%) were classiAed as

severe SAEs and 579 (0.9%) were SAE-related deaths.

Unexpectedly, rates of SAEs per 1,000 doses varied considerably between vaccine batches

with 2.32 (0.09–3.59) (median [interquartile range]) SAEs per 1,000 doses, and signiAcant

heterogeneity was observed in the relationship between numbers of SAEs per 1,000 doses

and numbers of doses in the individual batches.

Three predominant trendlines were discerned, with noticeable lower SAE rates in larger

vaccine batches and additional batch-dependent heterogeneity in the distribution of SAE

seriousness between the batches representing the three trendlines.

Compared to the rates of all SAEs, serious SAEs and SAE-related deaths per 1,000 doses

were much less frequent and numbers of these SAEs per 1,000 doses displayed

considerably greater variability between batches, with lesser separation between the three

trendlines.”

In the video above, Iversen shows the linear graphs referred to here, which makes it easier to

comprehend the implications of these data. To summarize, the data showed that in the most

hazardous batches (marked in blue), the side effect ratio was between 1 in 10 and 1 in 6. In

moderately-hazardous batches (green), the side effect rate was about 1 in 400.

Strangely, some batches (yellow) had no side effects associated with them whatsoever. These

batches accounted for about 30% of the total doses given that year. How could that be? The only

time this happens is when you have a control group that is given as an inert placebo.

Regulator Didn’t Test Placebo Shots

The plot thickens from there, because data also reveal that Danish regulators must have known that

certain batches were placebo. How? As explained by Iversen, regulators must perform routine

testing of batches at various times, and when another group of researchers compared the >ndings

above with the batches tested, they discovered that:

All of the most toxic batches underwent sample testing by regulators

All but two of the moderately toxic batches were tested

Only one of the placebo batches were tested

“ They were experimenting on people ... The only
other thing that’s possible is that they were
covering up for the massive number of side
effects ... and the only way to mitigate it, to keep the
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Media Continue to Lie About Gene Therapy Jab
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

Since mRNA shots contain several novel technologies, they should be subject to more

controls than conventional vaccines. Yet they aren’t. In fact, they’re not covered by any

speci>c regulations



mRNA COVID shots are gene therapy, but not regulated as such. By slapping a fraudulent

“vaccine” label on gene therapies, they are being developed outside of the regulatory

framework that governs them



An alternative framework that could regulate mRNA shots would be Type1A pro-drug

regulations, but they’re not being regulated as such either



Per the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s de>nition, gene therapy covers two modes of operation. It either alters the biological properties of living

cells, and/or modi>es your genes. This means that even if the product does not modify your genes, it’s still a gene therapy if it modi>es the

properties of cells, which is what the COVID shots do



Data show 1 in 3 P>zer COVID shots administered in Denmark were placebo — and regulators must have known about it
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public calm and to keep taking [the] injection, is to
give a chunk of them a placebo. ~ Kim Iversen”

As noted by Iversen on her show:

“What are the chances that the group that had no side effects whatsoever, that looks like

placebo, that looks like saline solution ... that none of them were tested except one, when

all of the others were tested? The regulators knew they didn’t need to test the saline

solution. It would have been a waste of their time, so they didn’t ... That’s what [it] looks

like.”

Hazardous Batches Contained Fewer Doses

Another factor that suggests the public was being experimented on is the fact that the most

hazardous batches had far fewer doses per batch compared to the moderately-hazardous batches

and the placebo batches.

“They were experimenting on people. There's no other way to slice it,” Iversen says. “The

only other thing that's possible is that they were covering up for the massive number of

side effects ... and the only way to mitigate it, to keep the public calm and to keep taking

[the] injection, is to give a chunk of them a placebo ... This is criminal.”

Early on, I and many others warned that everyone was in fact participating in an experimental study,

not just those who signed up for the clinical trials. This evidence suggests that’s exactly what

happened. Some got a placebo and others got the real McCoy, but not the same formulation.

And, while this investigation only included people in Denmark, it’s quite possible the same kind of

multidose or multiformulation testing was taking place in other countries as well. HowBad.info,

for example has also shown that some batches are associated with far higher rates of serious and

lethal side effects than others, and that some batches appear completely harmless.

‘Inexorable Rise in Excess Mortality’

In closing, The Daily Sceptic  recently reviewed data showing excess mortality is continuing to rise,

post-rollout of the COVID jabs, with no sign of stopping:

“... core non-respiratory mortality (NRM) trends, which have been very stable over the last

10 years or so, can provide a useful yardstick to measure any kind of extraordinary change

that might occur.

Since the vaccine rollout there have indeed been radical changes to this metric ...

Unfortunately there is still no evidence of any real slowdown of this alarming development.

Here is a chart which shows what has been happening with raw non-respiratory mortality

data during the four COVID years. The years are each displayed with 13 data-points of four-

weekly (monthly) aggregated Agures.

Each year appears to be worse than the previous one, and but for the still unexplained spike

in non-respiratory deaths at the very beginning of the pandemic, 2020 would have been

broadly similar to the 2015-2019 average. Something therefore happened in 2021 that

changed the picture radically.

As all four COVID years are showing some excess non-respiratory deaths relative to the

2015-2019 average, the cumulative excess NRM can be displayed like this.”

Resources for Those Injured by the COVID Jab

If you got one or more jabs and suffered an injury, >rst and foremost, never ever take another

COVID booster, another mRNA gene therapy shot or regular vaccine. You need to end the assault on

your body.

The same goes for anyone who has taken one or more COVID jabs and had the good fortune of not

experiencing debilitating side effects. Your health may still be impacted long-term, so don’t take

any more shots. If you’re lucky, perhaps you got saline, but I wouldn’t count on it. Besides, if you

play Russian Roulette long enough, you’re bound to encounter a real bullet.

When it comes to treatment, it seems like many of the treatments that worked against severe

COVID-19 infection also help ameliorate adverse effects from the jab. This makes sense, as the

toxic, most damaging part of the virus is the spike protein, and that’s what your whole body is

producing if you got the jab.

So, eliminating the spike protein your body is continuously producing is a primary task to prevent

and/or address post-jab injuries. The two preferred remedies for this are hydroxychloroquine and

ivermectin. Both of these drugs bind and thereby facilitate the removal of spike protein. Time-

restricted eating (TRE) and/or sauna therapy can also help eliminate toxic proteins by stimulating

autophagy.

The Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) has developed a post-vaccine treatment

protocol called I-RECOVER. Since the protocol is continuously updated as more data become

available, your best bet is to download the latest version straight from the FLCCC website at

covid19criticalcare.com  (hyperlink to the correct page provided above). Additional detox remedies

can be found in “World Council for Health Reveals Spike Protein Detox.”

Optimize your omega-3 levels with high-quality products. If you don’t regularly eat wild Alaskan

salmon, herring, sardines, or anchovies, you’re likely not getting enough healthy omega-3s,

speci>cally DHA and EPA. Replenish diminishing levels, and support your heart, blood vessels,

brain, mitochondria, immune health as well as an already healthy indammatory response with this

entourage of high-quality MSC-certi>ed omega-3 supplements.
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I wondered when this was going to resurface. This means that the numbers for the encacy of the vaccine are completely invalid,

mumbo jumbo as we cannot calculate who did, and who did not, have the jab. That is completely aside from the ethical

considerations.....
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Yes, pipblanc, it is evident that corruption prevents data transparency. The motto that defends: "vaccines" are safe and

effective". A post by the Unity Project, “The Dilemma of the Unvaccinated”, inspired us at Phinance Technologies - humanity

projects to name this post “The Dilemma of the Vaccinated”. After looking at trends in excess mortality and post-vaccination

disability with Covid-19 and the >rst hard evidence was the accumulation of deaths and injuries in the US VAERS database and

the equivalent EudraVigilance database for Europe. Since the vaccines were rolled out in early 2021, these databases began

showing abnormal numbers of deaths and injuries associated with the new vaccines.

Sucharit Bhakdi and her colleagues show convincing evidence of causation from injection to rapid distribution of the vaccine

throughout the body through the bloodstream. To quantify the extent of the damage, the V-damage project has been launched

so far to measure and monitor this phenomenon. More details about the project, its goals and initial >ndings are included

below. However, after nearly two years of trying to communicate our concerns, we are learning that it is very dincult to admit a

mistake in judgment about such an impactful policy.

Most individuals and their institutions will have strong resistance to a moment of “mea culpa”, and this brings us >rst to the

dilemma of the vaccinated. If our concerns about the causes of excess mortality and morbidity are correct, vaccinated people

(the majority of the population!) will be faced with a dilemma: o A) face reality and go through the mourning phases associated

with such realizations or ; B) try to ignore reality and hope for the best. Let's expand the two options of the dilemma: In the link:

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/the-dilemma-of-the-vaccinated?utm_source=pos..  (11/20/2022)
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Would be great to know if this was also the case for Moderna's and AZ's vile products...
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For the last few years, despite all the various theories about why this has been done, I have leaned towards large-scale testing

of mRNA tech. If the primary reason is to depopulate, the only reason to have the placebo group, apart from testing the tech, is

to ensure the death rate remains low enough that it can be chalked up to other causes
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Exactly, total total mess, playing with peoples lives and health.
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Hi pipblanc, Too soon to know outcome of this experiment for the next 6 or 7 years. You may want to listen to this discussion,

as shot damage may slowly be working on hearts, brains, autoimmunity that could, over time, be dincult to tag back to the

shots - - "Major Intel With Dr. Sherri Tenpenny & Sasha Stone" - - www.bitchute.com/.../qcLO9kMgCS5T  - - the >rst time I heard

the term zombie apocalypse, was skeptical. But as David Martin mentioned earlier, they had 30 years of failed experiments in

mRNA trials, therefore knew possible outcomes well in advance of rolling out this technology.

Here's a short discussion: "Covid Was An Act Of War Against The Human Race - Dr David E Martin | Part 1 of 2" - -

https://youtu.be/EByeLhl9j1I  Here's the same 13 minute David Martin posting: "Complacency Amidst the Storm The Real Threat

Beyond COVID-19" - David Martin - - www.bitchute.com/.../cOlW7Ew2Mynv  And a 9 minute segment of the same interview: "9

Million Deaths Is the Government Still Denying That They Have Blood on Their Hands" - - www.bitchute.com/.../3UGRJlrRBBLY  -

- >rst 5 min.
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the whole thing was and is one BIG MESS
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New Insights Into Long COVID Point to Damage to the Vagus Nerve . Llados et. al began their study by recruiting over 300 individuals

experiencing Long COVID symptoms after a recent mild or moderate Covid-19 infection. Among them, two-thirds reported at least one

symptom linked to vagus nerve dysfunction. Symptoms, such as persistent cough, changes in speech (dysphonia), dinculty

swallowing (dysphagia), increased heart rate (tachycardia), GI issues, dizziness and cognitive complications, were reportedly more

common in those with Long COVID compared to individuals that were never exposed to the virus or had fully recovered following acute

infection.

Next, investigators took a closer look at the nerve itself using ultrasound imaging. In twenty percent of those reporting Long COVID

symptoms, they observed signi>cant thickening throughout parts of the vagus nerve that extend out from the neck and into the chest.

Nerve thickening often results from indammatory damage. Lldados et. al, therefore, speculate that these structural changes in the

vagus nerve were likely a consequence of direct viral infection, as well as indirect damage from robust activation of the immune

system. Compared to individuals that recovered with no lasting symptoms from COVID-19 or were never exposed to the virus, forty

percent of those with Long COVID also had observable dattening of the diaphragm, a muscle at the base of the lungs that contracts to

control breathing.

This was often associated with a measurable reduction in lung pressure, which could explain symptoms like shortness of breath and

light-headedness. To their surprise, Llados et. al observed normal imaging in the rest of the lungs, suggesting that respiratory

symptoms related to Long COVID may not be a result of direct injury to the lungs. Instead, injury to the vagus nerve likely disrupts

signaling to the diaphragm, impairing this muscle's ability to contract and expand to its fullest extent.
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Given how many organs depend on the vagus nerve for direction, Llados et. al found that damage to this nerve impacted other

vital systems as well. Individuals with Long COVID exhibited greater heart rate variability, changes in speech, dinculty

swallowing, and reduced mobility in the gastrointestinal tract. These >ndings suggest that the vagus nerve may be a possible

therapeutic target for treating Long COVID. As we discussed in a previous installment of our vagus nerve series, increasing

reports show that vagal nerve stimulation can reduce indammation throughout the body. Little is known, however, about the

long term consequences of injury to this nerve.

www.forbes.com/sites/williamhaseltine/2023/07/07/new-insights-into-lon..  * * * * * Zero Amish Children Diagnosed with

Cancer, Diabetes or Autism. As Slay News recently reported, a study conducted by the Vaccine Safety Research Foundation

(VSRF) found that Covid death rates among Amish communities are 90 times lower than for the rest of America. The main

difference, the study revealed, is that Amish communities completely ignored the guidelines from the U.S. Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention (CDC). Amish families did not get vaccinated or wear masks, nor did they engage in lockdowns, social

distancing, or any other type of restrictions.

In a new comprehensive study, presented by VSRF founder Steve Kirsch to the Pennsylvania State Senate, it was calculated that

for Amish children, who are strictly 100 percent unvaccinated, typical chronic conditions barely exist, if any at all. These chronic

conditions, which many vaccinated children and swaths of Americans suffer from, include auto-immune disease, heart disease,

diabetes, asthma, ADHD, arthritis, cancer, and autism.

slaynews.com/news/zero-amish-children-diagnosed-cancer-diabetes-autism..
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Interesting connection of the vagus nerve with prolonged covid. Addiction. The vagus nerve runs from the brain to the torso,

heart, lungs, intestines, and various muscles, including those involved in swallowing. It has a role in heart rate, speech, the gag

redex, the transfer of food from the mouth to the stomach, the transport of food through the intestines, perspiration, and other

bodily functions. Importantly, the vagus nerve plays an integral role in the connection between the nervous and immune

systems. It is of particular interest in the neuromodulation of indammation. Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) has indirect

inhibitory effects on cytokine production in the spleen, although there is no evidence of direct cholinergic (vagal) innervation of

the spleen in humans.

Existing methods of cervical VNS in human patients employ electrical stimulation of the whole nerve with circumferential wire

loops. The applied electrical current activates the entire vagus nerve and all its >bers, both afferent and efferent, resulting in

preferential activation of sensory (afferent) >bers because they have a lower activation threshold. One attractive possibility is to

perform selective stimulation of the cervical vagus nerve. Unfortunately, until recently, this was limited as the functional

anatomy of the tracts in the vagus nerve was almost completely unknown.

In a group at University College London, we have developed a method for imaging compound action potential activity from the

localized tract with electrical impedance tomography (EIT). The potent systemic anti-indammatory effects of VNS suggest that

VNS could be a promising alternative immunomodulatory treatment for ARDS patients. VNS was shown to attenuate the release

of proindammatory cytokines, modulate coagulation, prevent circulatory failure and thus decrease organ dysfunction and

improve survival in animal models of sepsis and endotoxemia.
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Clinical studies have also demonstrated the immunomodulatory effects of VNS: suppression of indammation and improvement

of clinical symptoms in rheumatoid arthritis, intractable epilepsy, atrial >brillation, and Crohn's disease. These effects are

mediated by the following mechanisms (link Figure 1). www.frontiersin.org/.../full  (2022) At the European Congress of Clinical

Microbiology and Infectious Diseases in Lisbon, Portugal, a team led by researchers in Spain will discuss the role of the vagus

nerve in the long duration of COVID, according to an ECCMID press release. The study authors said that SARS-CoV-2 infection

can lead to prolonged symptoms of COVID, including hoarseness (voice problems), dysphagia (dinculty swallowing), dizziness,

tachycardia (rapid heart rate), orthostatic hypotension (blood pressure low) and diarrhoea.

Long-term COVID has been reported to last from months to over a year. In the observational study, the researchers evaluated

the morphological and functional aspects of the vagus nerve in 348 patients diagnosed with prolonged COVID in a Spanish

hospital from March to June 2021. Of the 348, 228 (66%) had at least one symptom that could be attributed to vagus nerve

dysfunction (VND).

The ongoing study enrolled the >rst 22 participants identi>ed with at least one VND symptom; 91% of them were women, and

the median age was 44 years. The most common VND symptoms were diarrhea (73%), tachycardia (59%), dizziness, dysphagia,

and hoarseness (45% each), and orthostatic hypotension (14%). Nineteen of 22 participants (86%) had three or more VND

symptoms with a median duration of 14 months. Ultrasound examination revealed that all 6 (27%) had vagus nerve

abnormalities in the neck, including thickening of the nerve and increased echogenicity, indicating mild indammatory changes.
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Chest ultrasound showed dattened diaphragmatic curves, indicating abnormal breathing, in 10 participants (46%). Ten of 16

patients (63%) had lower maximal inspiratory pressures, indicating weakness of the muscles involved in respiration. Thirteen of

18 patients (72%) had impaired feeding and digestive function, including self-reported dysphagia. Among the 19 patients

evaluated for gastric and intestinal function, 8 (42%) had a limited ability to move food from the esophagus to the stomach, and

2 of these 8 reported dinculty swallowing.

Nine of 19 patients (47%) had gastroesophageal acid redux, with 4 of these 9 again having problems moving food into the

stomach and 3 with hiatal hernia (bulge of the upper part of the stomach through the diaphragm into the chest cavity). In a

retrospective study to be presented this week at the American College of Cardiology (ACC) Virtual Cardiovascular Summit,

scientists at EECP provider Flow Therapy evaluated the effect of the therapy on 50 COVID-19 survivors, according to a news

release. of the ACC. Twenty patients had coronary artery disease (CAD), while 30 did not; the average age was 54 years.

EECP uses pneumatic cuffs that contract and relax in the calves, thighs, and lower hip to deliver oxygen-rich blood to the heart

muscle, brain, and the rest of the body. Each session lasts 1 hour and patients can undergo up to 35 sessions over 7 weeks. All

patients completed the Seattle Angina Questionnaire-7 (SAQ7), Duke Activity State Index (DASI), PROMIS Fatigue Instrument,

Rose Dyspnea Scale (RDS), and 6-point walk test. minutes (6MWT) before and after completin
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The analysis showed statistically signi>cant improvements in all areas assessed, including 25 more points for health status on

the SAQ7 (range, 0 to 100), 20 more points for functional capacity on the DASI (range, 0 to 58.2) , 6 points less for fatigue on

PROMIS (range, 4 to 20), 50% less shortness of breath on the RDS, and 178 more feet on the 6MWT.

www.eurekalert.org/.../943102  (2022) www.eurekalert.org/.../943061  (2022) The Dolphin Vagal Nerve Stimulator (i.e., Dolphin

Neurostim) is the >rst medical device authorized by Health Canada to provide symptom relief for people with a post-COVID-19

condition.

The post-COVID-19 condition, also known as long-term COVID-19 (or long-term COVID-19 syndrome due to its various

symptoms), refers to ongoing physical or psychological symptoms that persist in some people for more than 3 months after an

acute COVID-19. The true prevalence of the post-COVID-19 condition is uncertain and is reported to vary based on multiple

factors and criteria used to assess the condition. For example, self-reported estimates indicate that the prevalence can be

between 4% and 10% and can vary depending on the variant of infection.5 However, in up to 30% or 40% of people who contract

COVID-19, some common symptoms, such as fatigue and shortness of breath, may persist after the acute illness.

The anti-indammatory response could alleviate some symptoms of COVID-19 associated with indammation of the lungs, such

as shortness of breath, shortness of breath, coughing or tightness in the chest, pain and fatigue, and mental health problems.

Until recently, there was little clinical research, beyond initial case reports, evaluating the role of vagus nerve dysfunction in the

long-term effects of COVID-19 or whether vagus nerve stimulation could reduce or alleviate some of the associated symptoms.
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The Dolphin Neurostim device is speci>cally designed for people experiencing prolonged symptoms of COVID-19 and/or

asthma-related shortness of breath. The emerging evidence to date is based on the >ndings of pilot studies with limited sample

sizes. Results from a pilot study in Spain reported that in a prospective cohort of 348 patients with a post-COVID-19 condition

(described as "prolonged COVID"). Other studies are emerging investigating vagus nerve stimulation as a potential therapeutic

intervention for the post-COVID-19 condition. However, these studies used devices that were not licensed to treat the

post-COVID-19 condition in Canada at the time of this Horizon Scan report.

A preliminary article from the US reported the results of a study in which people with at least 1 symptom associated with the

post-COVID-19 condition self-administered non-invasive vagus nerve stimulation (using a device similar to Dolphin Neurostim )

In the home. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32848845  (2020).---- pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33324324  (2020).---

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32342609  /2020).--- www.eurekalert.org/.../943102  (2022).--- pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35536408  

(2022).--- pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35536408   (2022)

www.canjhealthtechnol.ca/index.php/cjht/article/download/EN0040/928?in..  (2022)
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Yes, Pete, I de>nitely had some signs of vagus nerve damage post-Covid/Long Covid - the cough, the GI issues, balance

problems, fatigue and so on. It is taking years to unravel the symptoms and deal with them. What amazes me is how quickly

they they struck...
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Dr Bryan Ardis contends that there's evidence some, maybe even many municipal water supplies have been sabotaged with

snake venom contamination. Some of the "long covid" symptoms are not unlike ingested snake venom toxicity according to this

non scienti>c link nonetheless worthy of consideration:  whatifshow.com/what-if-you-drank-snake-venom  Ardis has stated that

he's been shunned by the medical community including many of the well know detractors of the oncial narrative. Named

speci>cally was Dr. Pierre Kory. But I don't have time to investigate.
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Ya know how sometimes you just KNOW things? When all of this "vaccine" nonsense came out, I said that some of these vials are

saline. I did not believe that they could manufacture so many real mRNA vaccines that fast and I also thought that it was due to the

fact that society needed some people fake vaxd so that they could say, "I had the shot and I am >ne." Society could then ignore those

dropping like dies because of the people who fake took it and are >ne. I also noticed that many "leaders" and their wives who took it on

camera did not even dinch in the slightest bit.

I surmise that there were fake needles for some and saline for others of our "leaders" who took it with an audience. And I imagine that

those who dropped dead immediately or within 15 minutes received their supposed to be IM (intra muscular) injection as a BOLUS into

their blood vessel. Which also makes sense that it is happening more and more with THIS "vaccine" because when I asked a

pharmacist why he was not checking for blood return upon initial sticking of the patient, he told me that it is no longer necessary to

check for blood.

(NOTE: as an RN, I KNOW for a FACT that when one pulls back on the syringe BEFORE injecting and one does get blood return - sees

blood coming into the syringe - one MUST STOP and pull it out and re-stick elsewhere and check again. IM - means intramuscular....ya

want to inject INTO the muscle and NOT into the blood vessels). DECADES (centuries?) of proper training regarding the injection was

LITERALLY thrown out. How many of the new nurses are not being trained to understand this VERY IMPORTANT concept?
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Yes basic. I was taught that as a nurse. In those days there was also the possiblity of air getting in there.
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"Ya know how sometimes you just KNOW things."  That's why I drink wine, i know things :)
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NurseKaren45 maybe you were visited by the same muse as >rst Craig Paardekooper (autumn 2020), then later Mike Yeadon.

They pooled large volumes of data long before the Danes and Germans, observing that there were extreme imbalances in the

distribution of batch and lot numbers that did and didn't cause injuries. The paranoid and less rigorous among us (that would

include me) went out on a limb sunciently to call bull$*** on the hustle that included, euphemistically speaking, suspicions of

saline recipient control groups.        Seg, do you drink wine with or without glyphosate, asked the killjoy? Like the properties of

wine, here's an old favorite uni>cation tune from 45 years ago:

swisscows.com/en/video/watch?query=robert%20palmer%20every%20kind%20of..
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"Now that the pandemic emergency has passed, it is time to consider the safety issues associated with this rapid approval. ".

Really???? Now???? Not before? Astounding.
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Proves it was experimental..
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So, the government creates a hoax pandemic and orders corporations, the military, educational institutions and businesses to force

and/or coerce their students and employees to take the poison shots, or else. If that isn't evil then I don't know what is. Evil hides in

plain sight disguised as do-gooders. Common sense is lost in the media propaganda. “The death of one man is a tragedy. The death of

a million is a statistic.” -Joseph Stalin  pixels.com/.../nate-anthony
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All at the $peed of $cience. At the very lea$t, $peedy Pro>t$. Hey what the hey, $aline $olution$ are cheap to pump out with big

return$. So far Denmark and most likely just starting to count, and most likely all just one grand experiment because what the Hey,

there will be plenty of time to test for negatives after mass damage has been done. Get your priority's in line with

WEF/Gates/Technocrats and see their big picture - everything belongs me and nothing for thee, so you must go. With Depopulation,

even more for me, no need for thee. So here in the States with no liability are we to expect Too Big to Fail p-Harma wouldn't do the

same?

With no liability, a Kangaroo Vaccine Court, when they are in the catbird seat being the regulators to regulate themselves, why should

anyone be even slightly surprised. A bigger question is, has this been part of the regular right along? As Kim is pointing out as just one

possibility, were the placebos added just to dampen negatives, a belief this would keep negatives down enough for the public not to

notice negatives? As one last thing to consider - if results were this negative with placebos involved _ Just How Much More

Destructive Are the Jab/s then we have already been aware of!!!
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Thank you JUST for your realistic expressions. Yes, the damage is hidden based on the propaganda of the "vaccines" of "safe

and effective". Data from the federal Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) database already showed alarming

spikes in cardiovascular problems during the >rst two months of 2022, possibly due to vaccines against the virus. Wuhan

coronavirus (COVID-19). The reports showed that a combined 11,289 cases of pericarditis and myocarditis were reported to

VAERS after COVID vaccinations between January 1 and February 25.

This is already 47 percent of the 24,177 reports >led in all of 2021. Project Veritas shed light on some of the reasons for such

underreporting last year when they obtained undercover video from inside the Phoenix Indian Medical Center, a facility run by

the HHS Indian Health Service program. The video featured several medical professionals admitting to seeing adverse reactions

more often than the mainstream media gave the impression. Additionally, a 2010 report submitted to the US Department of

Health and Human Services (HHS) Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) noted that VAERS detected "less than

1% of events adverse effects of vaccines.

On the problem of underreporting, the VAERS website only offers that "more serious and unexpected medical events are more

likely to be reported than minor ones." www.lifesitenews.com/news/2022-reports-of-myocarditis-after-covid-shot..  (03/17

/2022) www.lifesitenews.com/news/watch-whistleblower-exposes-government-hospi..
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Right Gui, despite the States having a rigged skewed safety reporting system for Vaxxx's, Jab/s & med's in general, this round

has left those who have the curiosity, the drive to dig deeper for information to glean from across the World for more complete

information in order to >nd a more accurate expectation of what is really what. It is more than evident at this point we will most

likely never have a decent or complete picture, but we already have enough of the puzzle pieces to see just how Anti-Life all this

is.
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Take heart, some evidence the real purveyors of mis - dis - information getting blowback for their smears.

www.youtube.com/watch
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Meanwhile these same criminals who orchestrated all of this are planning the next plandemic which is probably already in motion. The

crazy thing is there are still people asking why or how this happened. All the same players in all the same positions and those like

Fauci who step away into generously compensated private positions (Georgetown), and into well "we the people" funded pensions are

replaced with similar or worse bought and paid for hacks. ZERO accountability is the #1 existential crisis we face
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Kind of con>rms my suspicions that Fauci and other high ranking oncials never actually got jabbed with the so-called vaccine.
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Bombshell here, there, all over the place, I am going deaf!
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Is it at all possible that they also, in addition, provided batches of placebo to particular groups within nations? That, from the outset,

they deliberately created a regime where people that they needed to be completely free from ANY side effects were never given

anything but a placebo? If that is so, then their criminality is of the highest order, beyond any previous crime ever before committed.

Again, the details of increased deaths, set out above, need to be a part of a full disclosure. Just adding a couple of graphs is

insuncient detail. We all now need a very detailed report about the increase in death rates year on year, nation by nation.
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"If that is so, then their criminality is of the highest order, beyond any previous crime ever before committed."  I agree - it goes

beyond anything previously conceived in the name of science - to experiment upon people in full daylight. We know there are

groups that have done this clandestinely but this was in the full glare of the populace!
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And who decided which batches would go where?
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so this tells me all governments are run by global corporations .
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Correct. Governments are not "countries", they are corporations themselves.
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And who runs those corporations..Keep digging/drilling/exploring ...
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Russin roulette is just as safe and effective as the vaccine batches 1 out of 6 shots will kill you ,but its FDA CDC approved ,
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Imagine an unregulated product AND mandates or coercion promoting its use. What could possibly go wrong? And as excess deaths

continue, the Covidians continue pretending that this is not happening or that anyone who believes it is happening is, what else, a

conspiracy crackpot. You'd think with all of the alleged conspiracy theories that later became spoiler alerts, no one would make that

ridiculous claim any longer. Then again, we have people who don't know what a woman is, who promote medical experiments on

children, and think Joe Biden is a sentient being.
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I wonder if this was worldwide or just Denmark?
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They only required a statistically signi>cant number to see how the placebo stood against the actual biological . Reason being

was to adjust their future agendas. Just like 9 11 was a test for cognitive dissonance amongst the public at large one one level

and a demonstration to different world leaders of the consequences of not complying ( which is why most walked in locksteo

lockstep.)
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Worldwide, as far as I gather.
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You won't need elaborate studies country by country to determine if it was worldwide or speci>c to Denmark. The "anecdotal"

evidence is already too compelling, and Denmark was just a good start. Let's do this same study or similar studies for a good

cross-section of countries across the world, both developed and third world. When the Denmark results are con>rmed

elsewhere (and they will be without a doubt), we need to >nd a way to present (announce) the facts toward the great awakening.

We need to do something to kick these psychopaths out, including Fraudchi, Snakesy and their other serpents-in-arms. Need to

do this quick before these serial killers strike again. We are running out of time. Nuremburg 2 ... whatever.
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About a week ago, Dr John Campbell in the UK used this Danish study as his example in this posting: "Viral Vaccine paper" - -

https://youtu.be/IZAso_eLJLI  - - he takes a deep dive into the reported numbers and events. Then scroll down and READ the

>rst posted comment from a former P>zer employee, that comment just about tells all you need to know...
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the best "placebo" was not to have taken the poison shot in the >rst place.......
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So the *** created an arti>cial chaos and convinced lots of folks to take their “special” shots. Pretty wild eh? I’ve also seen patents for

the “Covid” vax from 2015. I mean how long we let these reptile parasites hijack our world? I guess it’s been a long long time. It’s hard

to get out of an abusive relationship with the species that slapped your genetics together long ago. “We just need you to dig gold for a

while.” They said. I didn’t sign up to be a permanent lab rat! I’m a natural free human being! Hell no I didn’t take their dumb ass shots!

Just like I don’t eat their food, drink their drinks or consult their arti>cial anything. Real and fake is how the world breaks down. Real

feels good, arti>cial makes you suffer. Amazing how many gave into their idiocy. Bummer. This is a big chance to expose and destroy

these obnoxious yet weak and stupid monsters. Well see how it goes when they break out their next planned drama now that we’ve

unexpectedly entered this new pandemic phase! History is riddled with this ***. We keep eating the same bait. Cheers!
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For sure, mRNA injections have absolutely nothing to do with covid or any virus. If there was such a tumultuous uproar about the

dangers of covid 19, then every injection would have contained the mRNA poisons (to save the planet, of course). The whole thing is

an uncontrolled experiment designed to wreck your life or get you dead. There will be dozens of mRNA based vaccines in the future

and not one will EVER be tested, trialed or studied, except for maybe using a few poor, poor mice or other critter. The dangers of you

being murdered using mRNA nano-particle substances by the DoD, HHS, CDC, FDA, AMA, NIH, gates, WHO, UN and WEF and big

pharma will escalate substantially.
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Yes, anyone foolish enough to take another shot will get theirs.
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I estimated from the beginning it was about 20%. 30% does not surprise me. If there were no placebos, there would have been too

much of a backlash and people would have >nally started putting 2 and 2 together and not getting 5.
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Corroborates what was said by Stefan Oelrich, Head, Bayer Pharmaceutical Division, in October of 2021: "The mRNA vaccines are an

example of cellular gene therapy." He went on to say that if they had been labeled as such from the get go, he reckoned 95% would

have refused.
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Of Course Regulators knew ALL about what was taking place; they were part of the plan and paid well to be killers. MSM was paid off

and still are taking money for shutting their brains off and then going into rectal - cranial- inversion. People should not be surprised

The Criminal Big Pharma greased the wheels in the Criminal Medical community, entire Judicial the Federal Level down to local level,

and almost all State and Federal Legislators. TOTAL CONTROL OF THE KILLING MACHINE...Even a segment of our Military, remember

the entire military has been the enforcement arm of the Globalist around the world for Decades...Just think how many Nations OUR

Military destroyed for oil, precious metals & just for fun during many,many decades of being another Killing Machine..

There are many, many, State, Federal and local oncials, Doctors, judges, police, etc in many agencies around this globe who must be

found quilty and then HANGED. Once the populations >nd out either justice will prevail through the Military Tribunals or the Public will

make sure justice is BROUGHT to these scum of the EARTH...
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tbran10
Joined On 10/3/2013 11:44:03 AM
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Bottom Line! Now I know how they were able to produce vast quatities of the RNA injections in a short period of time! They cheated!

Therefore, the injections have a much HIGHER side effect pro>le including death since normal saline? was used in 30% of the

injections? Stop the injections now! Save our children.! I guess the powers to be don't want to save our children, because they support

a cavalier attitude towards abortions, child slavery and injections of unneeded RNA that does great harm!
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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How thoughtful of P>zer to insert placebos into the batches of their Covid vaccine distribution, now there is solid proof that the actual

"vaccines" are dangerous. Too bad they didn't get permission from the guinea pigs before making them part of an experiment.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM
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Well, no matter what the truth is, they’ll get around it with disinformation, protectionism, and threats.
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sandy10m
Joined On 6/1/2020 9:15:50 PM
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This was already well known in mid 2021, although it was 40% of the vials. The original P>zer vials came in a box of 5 vials, arranged

like the 5 on a dice. A Polish scientist (Dr Franc Zalewski) tested the vials, and he found that 2 were saline only. The other 3 contained

graphene oxide and mRNA. One of those 3 also contained tiny eggs of something he called a hydra.

expose-news.com/2021/12/23/p>zer-injection-contents-la-quinta-columna..
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wkhulse38
Joined On 11/3/2020 3:39:47 PM
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IMHO: Using the general population as lab rats is a crime against humanity. Gates, Fauci, and several others, should be in a jail cell

with no windows the rest of their lives. In the beginning, I reviewed the numbers available and determined that, with my general

lifestyle, vitamin intake, and octogenarian age, I had about 0.01% chance of contracting CoVid-19, so I just stayed at home a little more
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than usual. When out and about I fought wearing a mask and believed that the safe distancing would do little good.

That seemed to piss a few people off at grocery stores and Walmart, so I masked up when I had to. Dr. Mercola and Doctor Malone

provided me a vast amount of education on the subject, for which I'm very grateful. I did not get vaccinated. Much later I came down

with pneumonia and ended up in a hospital for a week. Those at the hospital said that I had pneumonia, blamed it on the Omicron that

they said I was over just before I was admitted. I heard them outside my isolation room discussing whether to log me in as CoVid or

just pneumonia, so I would imagine I was logged in as CoVid to improve their bottom line.

After a week in the hospital I went home, had home care I didn't need at the insistence of my son, and was back to pretty much normal

in about a month. The tiredness lasted a little longer. I still follow Drs. Mercola & Malone closely, and others randomly, so I feel pretty

well versed in vaccines vs Gene Therapies. I thank these brave soles for standing up in spite of the high risks they take with our farce

of a government.

I don't blame President Trump at all; he just did what a good President would do. He followed the advice given by his top health expert,

Fauci, who is totally corrupt and an anti-American who is connected to the CCP and the Wuhan Lab. They are promoting a coup! Fauci,

Gates, P>zer, the rest of Big Pharma, are attempting to depopulate the USA and likely the rest of the world by promoting their

bioweaponized Gene Therapies.
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Uh, Donnie/The Donald knew exactly what was going on. You don't become CEO and not know what the plan is.
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Jackaroni
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Instead of putting Gates and Fauci in prison, I think they should spend the rest of their miserable lives as test subjects for the

very same pharmaceuticals they have been testing on unsuspecting victims.
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mpk3149
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This isn’t the data from Denmark. Danish data showed 1 in 20 side effects for blue. 1 in 1000 for green.
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Of course. After all, what better way for the defense to discredit injury and death claims in a court of law than to state: But, but, but as

many as third of those that received the jab DIDN'T get hurt or killed. Right? A cesspool of deceit and manipulation. Cesspool.
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If you deduct however many you think did not get the real shot and recalculate the adverse reactions, these jabs are incredibly

dangerous and adverse consequences, both short and long term, nearly certain. How many million people have to die to get this issue

on the table? I guess that is the objective. A couple of things Congress could do: Require all royalty payments to go through the

Federal treasury and be allocated by Congress, not directly deposited to agency accounts like NIH, etc. or paid directly to employees.

Second, make a "no compete" clause a part of federal employment contracts and prohibit a retiree taking a job with a related industry

for 7 years.

Also, outlaw the practice of sitting on the Board Of Directors of a related company like Collins did at P>zer while head of NIH. He is not

the only one even today. The NIH gets over 50% of their budget from royalties derived from research we funded and licensed to

industry. The fox BUILT the hen house!! Kill the EUA and let the lawyers feed..... Talk about wealth redistribution!!
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They made it into a pandemic of fear 'desperate to save lives' and yet one third of the gene therapy injections produced were placebos.

Surely that's all one needs to know.
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For those following the Appropriations Committee bill on defunding the WHO, below is a resource, AlignAct, that automatically sends

email to your representatives based on your address; quick and easy to do. The Appropriations Committee is meeting today, July 12. I

posted the following on this yesterday, direct from Dr. Meryl Nass who had just sent out her Substack newsletter on this. She stated: "I

just learned that you can--with a couple of clicks--send an email to every member of the Appropriations Committee to ask them to

retain the DEFUNDING of the WHO Please go to this align act site, take a minute and send an alert to all...The Align Act site is really

fabulous...

It will send out emails, let you send Tweets, make posts to Facebook, and even give you the phone numbers to call your

representatives or any members of the Appropriations Committee. ~ ~ ~ alignact.com/.../defund-the-who  ~ ~ ~ Click on Take Action

Now, >ll in your name and address, which will identify your Senators and Representative, send out emails, and if you want then send

messages on Facebook, Twitter, and even lets you make a phone call with a click! This is super important. Please help!” (End of quote

from Dr. Nass.) ~ ~ ~ ~ I checked out the AlignAct “About Us” page:

"AlignAct is a grassroots action platform specially engineered to make it possible for pro-freedom Americans to freely and legally

make their views known to government and corporate decision makers without cost or complexity.” ~ ~ ~You may have already signed

a petition on this issue from Stand For Health Freedom (SFHF) standforhealthfreedom.com/.../who  but I thought I’d share this

AlignAct resource as well and wanted to pass it along ASAP. Also, btw SFHF gives in depth explanation of the WHO issue there for

those who are interested. ~ ~ ~ Also, recognition goes to Dr. Mercola for exposing us to Dr. Meryl Nass’ work! Strength & Blessings to

all !!
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Here is another post from Dr. Nass on the bill: merylnass.substack.com/p/tomorrow-there-will-be-a-full-committee
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De>nitely not applicable to the USA and probably other countries as well. This study was done in ONE country so it’s extremely

doubtful this is the case in every country. Plus, how many vials were tested in that ONE country? There are multiple batches and none

have tested the same so how many batches were tested? Read the work of Dr Ana Mihalcea who works with other doctors who are

doing live blood analysis. They are >nding structures and abnormal blood formations that are the same in all those who took the

bioweapon and as of a year ago, those who did NOT! Please do more research and critical thinking and not jump on the bandwagon of

something that sounds good.
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Totally disagree. Many were saline shots. All you have to do is visit www.howbadismybatch.com and you will see lethal, harmful

and harmless batches.
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Now, can we please recalculate all statistical data to account for a 33% reduction of "informed" participants?
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Back in 2021 I heard that 80% of the shots were placebo. After all, this is an experiment. Got to have some placebo shots in there.
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Experiments are unlawful when they are used en masse, it is against ALL international law, the Nuremberg Code being the most

cited.
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It sure seems funny,all these healthy young Athlets who died suddenly no one ever askes or says publicly where the innoculated with

that awful stuff ????Sould be very interesting.I personally say yes they had to take it been forced to pay for there young healthy life.
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The local city government in Denver, Colorado doesn't follow the law on anything. it's governance by whim, based on how they feel at

the time.
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So they then charged your vaccinated John Q Public tax base for inoculums that were only water?  Now that's pro>table

"RACKETEERING" of the millionth power for BIG.GOV pHARMA Congloms! Man on man....the fraud runs deeper than the Mariana

Trench in the Paci>c. Where no life exists!
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The pro>t wasn't quite 100%. They had a minuscule expense for salt.
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Back at the beginning of the pandemic, Dr. Mercola enlightened us about most of this. He called this gene therapy back in Mar

2020??? when "Warp Speed" was implemented. I immediately began researching gene therapies and couldn't >nd any real successful

therapies that were FDA approved. There was like 1 or 2 success stories that got FDA approval. That's pretty dismal for a technology

that gets so much federal funding (NIH Grants). However, it was transparent back then. I could go to any company's website, that

specialized in gene therapies, and study all of their ongoing research and development.

It was fun! There was a common denominator to each and every company that had gene therapy research departments. To get

approved for the treatments you had to sign a waver. You were advised to seek and exhaust all other alternatives before considering

gene therapy. If you had a life threatening condition that meant you would die regardless of the side effects of the therapy you would

get approval, especially if all other treatment options had been tried and failed.

An example would be someone with cystic >brosis (CF). This is a terminal disease. It causes the body to produce thick mucus which

makes it dincult to breathe. With current medications, most people make it to 40 but almost never make it to 50. Gene therapy is an

option for someone facing death that has this disease. The disclosure statements for something like CF read something like this:

"Severe/Adverse reactions are common, upon which any and all treatments must cease (second Covid-19 shot)"....."Most successful

treatments last less than a year and treatments have to start over (booster shots)"......"Each retreatment comes with more side effects,

less effectiveness, and shorter duration of bene>ts (omicron booster)....."RARELY does 1 treatment cure the problem, so future

treatments (boosters) are a given"..."Eventually, the side effects become worse than the disease being treated and all treatments

cease"
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Fast forward to Nov 2020 and suddenly all of the company’s websites and web pages describing their gene therapy programs

had been REMOVED! So, anyone legitimately trying to research gene therapy for a chronic/life-threatening disease was SOL!

The only reason for this was because the CDC, FDA, and NIH didn’t want anyone to make the connection between the mRNA

Covid-19 Jabs that got FDA APPROVAL and the thousands of actual gene therapies that have never gotten FDA approval.
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This excerpt showed up the other day: "Dr. Scott Jensen: Medical Malfeasance - Medical Journals Are Being Deleted To Hide

Crimes" - -www.bitchute.com/.../6y8el9krvjeL  - - the reason digital news and postings are so helpful, "loved by all" (?) is posted

articles and info can be removed, erased before the majority of people wake up to data/evidence destruction.
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Since these companies manufacture on a paper process, batches got released with contamination issues. Emergent Bio went before

Congress but was never shut down. After J&J won the $800 Billion they had a manufacturing site (they had just built) sitting “idle”

outside the US eventhough that money was thought to manufacture in the US. How convenient!
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Yet more reasons not to trust big pharma, the list just grows longer and longer and its all their own doing.
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So a control group? Adding to the drug trial de>nition yet again. I wasn't going to have it (care home nurse here in the UK) was hauled

into the manager's once and told to stop telling everyone about it and, 'What makes you the expert?' (Answer - Research) and told my

wife I was leaving work that day because we were being forced to have it. My wife then told me that both she and our daughter had it

two weeks previously. The air was a little blue at that point . . . At my age, it looked as if I would never get a job in healthcare unless I

had the shot so I took it - as my family was probably going to die anyway so I would take it and damn well do everything in my power to

counteract the effects.

My solution is NAC, high dose vit D which I had been taking anyway, magnesium, zinc, vit A and the usual suspects (thanks everyone

here for some great advice). Now the question. Did I get a real P>zer jab or not? My >rst one did nothing at all, I immediately knew it

was not real and told several people this at the time. The second one was totally different but still nowhere near what others

experienced which I put down to everything I was taking.

I work with many people who have been on both sides of the covid fence. Some ended up in hospital before having the jab at all, and

quite a few died after having the jab, one within the hour. And still almost every one of the doctors I meet insist they were effective (as

they still walk around the home with their masks on). And the ANPs come and give the boosters that almost all of the families insist

they have. I did have a small success as I refused to wear the mask unless they showed me the evidence that they worked.
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I had suspected this was the case in US because some people I knew didn't even have so much as soreness at injection site.
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LadyLifeGrows
Joined On 6/8/2023 10:31:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

COVID shots were NOT "gene therapy." A therapy >xes something that is wrong. The shots add something peculiar. The shots are

genetic engineering.
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UnpleasantPeasant
Joined On 1/16/2023 2:07:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh the side effects occurred, they just weren't reported, in part because it was a cult and in part because none of them wanted to

believe that the clotshots were the cause of their sudden bodily changes. The most loyal cult members intentionally kept their side

effects a secret, because the media speci>cally told them not to make a big deal about their reactions (otherwise no one who

overheard their negative experience would go drink the punch themselves). You really never happened upon people talking hush-hush

about how they were feeling after they took the shots or how their relative got messed up from them? They had side effects, they just

didn't want anyone else to know the risk.
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Jhaden
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Not necessarily. I know people who had the shot and had zero side effects. Perhaps they will at some point and perhaps they

received saline.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No surprise! Anything coming out of big pharma, government these days has to be questioned, taken with a grain of salt.
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Jhaden
Joined On 12/27/2022 9:46:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, these highly intelligent researchers can see all this yet don't see that the "pandemic emergency" was a farce? I know people who

understand that Covid was a scam, yet still use the phrase "then Covid hit." No, Covid didn't hit. World governments used a mostly mild

illness to shut down the world. WE HAVE TO CHANGE THE WAY WE TALK ABOUT THIS. Start saying things like, "And then they shut

everything down." I refuse to refer to what happened as a global viral pandemic. A true pandemic would have made some kind of a

dent in world population. Instead, world population has continued to increase since 2019. It didn't drop in 2020 or 2021. And, no, I am

not one of those overpopulation people.
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midimaniac
Joined On 11/13/2022 2:19:58 AM
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You can go to CDC dot gov and search "Symptoms of Covid 19". Click on the article with that exact title. What pops up is AN EXACT

100% description of the common du. Death rates around the world were the same for years, until in 2020, the year of the Covid

scamdemic, the death rate spiked, due to the fake vaccine. The mRNA jab destroys the immune system, causing HIV, which is always

fatal and can take up to 10 years to kill.
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I've been trying to tell people since it started that the symptoms are the same as induenza and induenza is not a reportable

disease so they have no real numbers on it. I'm not sure the death rate even really spiked. Maybe it did, but the population

increased anyway.
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Trump overturned Obama ban of gain of function research 2017. Please connect dots
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To your point - KJA247 www.cidrap.umn.edu/dual-use-research/feds-lift-gain-function-research-..
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